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ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS MEETING(S)

No Date Item Action/Paper Owner Due Date Outcome

13/2021 28 

September 

2021

Chief 

Constable’s 

Report

Briefing note for Members to be 

provided on Contact Centre 

performance. 

Rachael 

Etebar

30 March 2022 Recommended for Closure 

Briefing note provided in background 

pack. 

14/2021 8 

December 

2021

Risk Profile Column to be added to show risk 

movement. 

Lynsey 

Marshall 

27 January 2022 Recommended for Closure 

Column added to Q3 iteration of the 

profile

15/2021 8 

December 

2021

Chief 

Constable’s 

Report

Member briefing to be convened on 

outcome of Metropolitan Police 

Service peer review of Force IT. 

Paddy 

Kidwell 

30 March 2022 Recommended for Closure

Topic has been included in Member 

Breakfast Briefing Schedule

16/2021 8 

December 

2021

Chief 

Executive’s 

Report 

Decision paper to be submitted to 

Members on consultancy work for 

BTP/A Service Level Agreement et. al. 

Sarah 

McGarel

ASAP following 8 

December 2021

Recommended for Closure

Completed as BI Serial A023 on 14 

December 2021

17/2021 8 

December 

2021

Chief 

Executive’s 

Report 

Members requested a comparison of 

performance reporting templates, 

perhaps drawn from APPC, to inform 

how performance data could be most 

effectively provided to Members 

outside of formal meetings.

Jon 

Newton 

30 March 2022 In Progress

Review was completed on 4 March 

2022 and can be made available to 

Members on request. Chief Executive 

/ Head of Strategy, Planning and 

Engagement currently considering 

points raised in the review. 

18/2021 8 

December 

2021

Chief 

Executive’s 

Report

Decision paper to be submitted to 

Members on Pensions: Staff Scheme 

Valuation. 

Sarah 

McGarel

ASAP following 8 

December 2021

Recommended for Closure

Completed as BI Serial A022 on 10 

December 2021
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19/2021 8 

December 

2021

BTPA Cover 

Paper: Budget 

22/23 and 

MTFP 

Updated Medium-Term Financial Plan 

be submitted to the March 2022 Full 

Authority meeting for approval, 

supported by a comprehensive 

strategy and investment and benefit 

profile

Tracey 

Martin

16 February 

2022 (Strategy 

and Planning 

Committee 

deadline)

16 March 2022 

(Full Authority 

deadline) 

Recommended for Closure 

On agenda at 30 March 2022 meeting
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3.4 The draft attached to this paper at Appendix A reflects the discussion of that 

feedback at Authority’s Strategy and Planning Committee on 2 March and 

follows a review of final submissions from consultees as at 14 March. 

4. Themes emerging from the feedback 

4.1 As reported to the Strategy and Planning Committee (see Item 6 of that 

agenda for more detail) overall there was good support for the both the 

contextual analysis underpinning the draft plan and for the strategic objectives 

emerging from it. 

4.2 Feedback provided on that initial draft was constructive and helped the Force 

and Authority to refine the detail of the Plan. A number of recurring themes 

emerged from our engagements with partners including;

 Insufficient focus on freight – given the prominence of freight in the 

Government plans for the railways, a number of respondents 

suggested that the draft could be strengthened in this regard. BTP 

has updated the Plan in several areas to address those comments. 

 Make clear the importance of Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB) to both 

passengers and staff particular as footfall starts to increase. ASB has 

been now been mentioned in several additional areas. 

 The proposed objective on earning trust and confidence – the original 

wording was challenged as it implied BTP would be starting from a 

zero base. This has been updated to say ‘build trust and confidence’ 

acknowledging the ongoing journey. 

 Focus on rail staff – many of the issues BTP proposed to address were 

primarily described from the perspective of rail passengers; 

respondents identified that many of the issues were common to the 

experience of rail staff while they are working on the network. The 

wording has been changed in a number of places to better reflect this 

key service use group. 

 Clarify plans for the workforce and sustainability – wording has been 

refined to give more detail on BTP’s proposed areas of focus where 

this is known 

4.3 Members may wish to explore two further matters in the current draft which 

currently do not align with partner feedback. 

 Mission statement – as currently worded this seems to be focused 

entirely on crime. Several respondents suggested that the current 

wording does not fully reflect the breadth of BTP’s activity 

particularly in preventing and responding to non-crime incidents 

which have an impact on the operation of the railway. This wider 

focus, partners feel, is what sets BTP apart from Home Office forces. 
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 Commitments to reduce crime, disruption and fatalities over the life 

of the Strategy - several partners welcomed the scale of this ambition 

but urged some caution given the baseline from which BTP will be 

working. i.e. crime and disruption levels are abnormally low post 

Covid owing to low passenger numbers and a reduced timetable. 

Both will very likely increase over the next 3-5 years as the network 

returns to some sense of normality. 

4.4 Some other more general themes were raised in the feedback will be 

considered via the Chair and Chief’s forewords. Those included;

 Restate the scale and duration of uncertainty in the current planning 

environment 

 Why the plans cover 5 years rather than the usual 3 

 Recognising BTP’s specialism and pride in it 

 Overarching ambitions for innovation and collaboration 

 Examples of effective partnerships we plan to  build on – i.e. safer 

travel partnerships

 The need to ensure learning from MAI  

 Working with partners to maximise visibility - signpost to references 

later in the document, though not setting a specific objective 

 BTP’s role in working with partners to maintain good order on the 

network – an important factor in building public confidence in 

returning to the railway 

We will also record our thanks to partners for their help in developing 

plans; the quality of the engagement we’ve had sets the tone for our 

shared strategic ambition for closer partnership working. 

5. Recommendations

5.1 The Authority is asked to review the final draft of the Plan attached to this 

paper at Appendix A; noting that it does not yet contain the Medium Term 

Financial Plan (MTFP) details to be discussed elsewhere on todays’ agenda. 

Members are also asked to note that the final plan will also need to include an 

explanation of what is, and isn’t, included in the MTFP at time of publication.

5.2 Subject to any discussion arising from section 4 above, to approve the final 

draft for publication. 
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on the Move issues under discussion. Critical to those discussions will 
be understanding the process of prioritising the projects planned, 
relative to their investment and benefits profile. 

 The most significant risk to this MTFP is the potential pay award for 
officers and staff. Currently a pay award of 2% has been assumed 
within the plan. Any pay award announced by HO/HMT in excess of 
this assumption will present a challenge and potential financial 
pressure on BTP given we have followed their decisions on police 
officer pay awards for the past 40 years. An incremental 1% increase 
in pay will cost BTP an additional £3m for each full year.

 Further more general inflationary pressures arising from the 
increasingly tough economic circumstances present a financial risk to 
non-pay, particularly in areas such as fuel and utilities. 

 Members had previously been concerned about the omission of 
currently unquantifiable items such as the IT remediation costs. This 
is more relevant to the 22/23 budget (year 1 of the MTFP) given the 
likely urgent nature of this work. During the December Authority 
meeting the Chief Constable noted that the scale of likely investment 
required for IT would be clear by April 2022. BTP is reminded of, and 
will need to work through, the funding prioritisation framework 
(referenced in section 6) previously agreed by the Authority when 
these costs have crystallised.  

5. Efficiencies

5.1 The 5-year MTFP presented to the Authority in December 2020 was balanced 
on a commitment by BTP to deliver £24m of efficiencies over the 5 years, 
although at that time there was no firm delivery plan. The 5-year MTFP 
presented today removes this efficiency assumption completely, though a 
small number of efficiencies have been banked in the 22/23 budget as part of 
closing out BTP2021. 

5.2 Efficiencies and rebalancing of resources are anticipated within the 5-year 
plan, however these are expected to materialise as a result of A Force on the 

Move which requires significant upfront investment. In part due to the delay in 
the development of these plans, the current absence of a strong narrative on 
future efficiency plans to accompany the new strategy and MTFP is noticeable 
and we are coming under increasing pressure from DfT as well as some of our 
operators to be able to demonstrate this.  

6. Future Financial sustainability

6.1 Members should be reminded that in the December Authority meeting, they 
approved that any subsequent additional requests for funding, starting with the 
approved 22/23 budget, would need to be met from (in order of priority) BTP 
internal cashable efficiencies; cash reserves; Department for Transport grant-
in-aid; and finally the option of charging out to industry. This funding 
prioritisation framework remains critical to the future financial sustainability of 
the fund, particularly in light of the risks and possible future planned activities 
which are currently not included within the budget or MTFP, either because 
they cannot be quantified or because the plans are still being developed. 
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7. Recommendations

Members of the full Authority are being asked to:

o Approve the 5-year MTFP, noting that this currently excludes all elements of A 
Force on the Move.

o Note that the investment and benefits profile associated with A Force on the Move 
is expected to be ready to discuss further with the Executive and Members in Q1 of 
the new financial year. 

o Note the increasing scrutiny on efficiencies and driving out cost, with pressure 
coming from DfT as well as the wider industry. 
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Report to: Full Authority 

Date: 30 March 2022 

Subject: Appointment of an Investment and Transformation 

Working Group

Sponsor: Chair, Strategy and Planning Committee  

Author: Sam Elvy 

For: Decision 

1. Purpose of paper

1.1 To propose the establishment of an Investment and Transformation Working 

Group to the Authority for approval.

1.2 To also propose a draft Terms of Reference for that Group to the Authority for 

review and approval. 

2. Background

2.1 In support of the BTP2021 change programme, the Authority established a 

Transformation Working Group which proved to be a useful forum for 

understanding the emerging detail and subsequent delivery of that 

transformation programme. It is therefore recommended that a similar forum, 

with updated terms of Reference, is established to offer the same support and 

oversight of the ambitious ‘A Force on the Move’ programme of change. 

2.2 The Group is proposed as a collaborative endeavour, designed to assist 

delivery and minimise the risks associated with this ambitious programme of 

change. In carrying out its work, the Group will seek to minimise the 

production of new information to service its requirements, instead using 

briefings and papers developed by BTP for its own planning and oversight 

discussions. 

2.3 Under the Code of Governance, such Working Groups may be established in 

year and their terms of reference are subject to approval of the Full Authority.    

3. Recommendations

3.1 That Members approve the appointment of an Investment and 

Transformation Working Group to support and oversee the ‘A Force on the 

Move’ programme of change. 

3.2 Subject to the above, approve the draft Terms of Reference for an Investment 

and Transformation Working Group attached at Annex A. 
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Annex A 

DRAFT Terms of Reference – Investment and Transformation Working Group

Purpose

a. The Investment and Transformation Working Group contributes to the delivery 

and oversight of the Force’s forthcoming change programme, A Force on the 

Move, by offering opportunities for detailed engagement and advice on behalf of 

the Authority’s Strategy and Planning Committee. 

Reporting

b. A digest of key issues discussed at each meeting will be circulated to the Full 

Authority for information. 

c. Minutes of Investment and Transformation Working Group meetings will be 

reported to the Group’s parent Strategy and Planning Committee, for information 

and discussion. The parent Committee shall, if necessary, bring key reports and 

issues to the attention of the Full Authority. 

Responsibilities

d.  To support the Authority in undertaking its assurance role in relation to BTP’s 

forthcoming change programme ‘A Force on the Move’. Ensuring risks and 

interdependencies are identified and considered as part of the planning process. 

e. To support and advise the Force in the design and delivery of the change 

programme. 

f. To ensure delivery of the key business change and associated business benefits 

described with the programme. 

g. To ensure that appropriate stakeholder engagement and communication has been 

undertaken as part of the development and delivery of change proposals. 

h. To support the delivery of recommendations arising from any related internal or 

external audit or inspection reports.  

i. To make recommendations to the Strategy and Planning Committee with respect 

to investment approvals following the review of draft business cases. 

j. To commission, with the Force, additional gateway or major project reviews. 
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Meetings

k. The Investment and Transformation Working Group will meet at least quarterly; 

the exact cycle of meetings will be designed to align with the Force’s programme 

of change. 

Quorum

l. Half of Group membership (where overall membership is an odd number the 

quorum is rounded up e.g. membership of five = quorum of three). 

Membership

m. A permanent membership of at least three Members of the Full Authority, to be 

agreed, with other Members being invited to attend meetings depending on the 

content of each agenda. 
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engagement with the Force’s Independent Advisory Groups and 

booster sampling via panels to improve the representation of 

respondents. 

 BTPA’s formal online consultation which was held during January and 

February 2022 with feedback received from a range of industry 

stakeholders and other interest groups.

3.2 Engagement with BTPA’s Scottish Railway Policing Committee.  Members of 

that Committee have again observed the process throughout, some attending 

the D-Division local engagement meeting. The Committee was invited to 

review and comment on the final recommendations for D-Division (Scotland) 

at its most recent meeting on 15 February 2022. The Committee again 

recorded that the work to develop the 2022-25 plan was a good example of 

engagement between BTP and Police Scotland and the respective Authorities; 

noting that there was alignment of the respective plans for policing where 

appropriate. 

 

4. Matters to note 

4.1 The plans are informed by the new Railways Policing Strategy (2022-27) which 

is presented elsewhere on this agenda for approval; the Chair’s foreword will 

make explicit reference to the relationship to that new Strategy.

4.2 For the first time, our new plans cover a three-year period with an annual 

commitment to review and refresh them with partners to ensure their 

ongoing relevance and alignment with the new Strategic Plan. That annual 

review process is described in some detail in the submission to the Strategy 

and Planning Committee’s meeting on 2 March 2022. The intent behind the 

extended duration of the plans is to help create the conditions to support the 

Chief Constable’s ambition for a new era of partnership working. The 

improved line of sight on the priorities for the next three years should create 

greater certainty to encourage a joint focus on those priority topics.  

4.3 Based on stakeholder feedback, the plan for 2022-25 is again based on a two-

tier structure of;

 A forcewide plan 

 Local plans for each Division including A-Division (support functions). 

Members will note that there is significant alignment of the Divisional 

and Forcewide plans with local detail primarily being added via 

nuancing of the measures and indicators. 

4.4 As in previous years, several themes were identified as being more suitable to 

address via the various supporting narratives which will appear in the final 

publication, rather than adopting them as a specific priority with associated 

metrics. These themes included:
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 Legitimacy will again be shown as a consistent theme throughout the 

Policing Plan narrative and links to objective 4 in the new Strategic 

Plan 

 Visibility which clearly remains an important area for the Force, 

passengers and industry partners. As such the commitment to 

maximising visibility will also be outlined in the Plan’s narrative as it is 

in the new 2022-27 Strategy.

 The ongoing uncertainty and extent of transformation in the rail 

environment and the challenge that presents to BTP and its partners 

to identifying areas of focus. 

4.5 As in previous years the final published plans will again include specific 

sections setting out the objectives and measures for Wales, Scotland (D-

Division) and TfL (B-Div Central) reflecting the unique operating environments 

and relationships in those areas.

4.6 Members are asked to note that BTP has not yet finished work to identify the 

proposed priorities for A-Division (key support functions) and this work will 

need to be completed before Plans can be published.    

      

5. Recommendations

5.1 Subject to any further comments, the Authority is asked to review and 

approve the Policing Plans for 2022-25 as set out at Annex A to this paper. 

Noting that BTP is yet to conclude work to identify the commitments for A-

Division.

5.2 That the Authority commissions the Executive to work with BTP in concluding 

the development of the A-Division priorities for 2022-25. 

5.3 Following approval, that the Authority’s Performance and Delivery Committee 

reviews its reporting dashboard to identify the key indicators it now wishes to 

review at its quarterly meetings. 
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3.3 Gleeds was engaged to act as the Prime Contractor on the project, with robust 
processes to review scope, costs, prices, value for money and assure cost 
certificates enabling BTP to sign off, approve and pay invoices. This includes 
where J Tomlinson Ltd subsequently tendered work to sub-contractors. 

3.4 BTP has acknowledged that due process to secure the variation in writing in 
advance of instructing J Tomlinson Ltd to carry out this significant additional 
work had not been followed, but that all parties involved were happy to 
proceed to ensure the success of the project. The rationale for not following 
due process provided by BTP was outlined in section 3.1.

4. BTPA Executive review

4.1 The Executive has reviewed the blue folder which includes the briefing from 
the Head of Estates (attached) and minute sheets from Finance, Procurement 
and the Director of Strategy and Change. 

4.2 The Executive understands the significance of this project, however does not 
accept the reasons provided as to why the contract variation was not put in 
place before the additional work was commissioned. It appears that all parties 
were aware of and discussed the need for the contract variation at the time, it 
simply was not actioned. 

4.3 The Executive accepts the level of scrutiny applied by the Director of Finance 
& Commercial services to gain assurance that best value for money has been 
obtained, supported by the assurance from Gleeds that they applied the same 
process and level of rigour to the additional work as they did to the main work.

5. Strategy and Planning Committee Review

5.1 At the meeting held on the 2 March 2022, the Committee members reviewed 
the contract variation request.  BTP acknowledged that the project had not 
followed the correct commercial governance advice that was provided at the 
time. BTP were also unable to confirm if they had suffered any loss but 
confirmed that the process that they had followed had been assured by the 
project’s cost engineers. 

5.2 It was also noted by a Member of the Committee that if the contract variation 
had been 50% or greater it could have potentially triggered a challenge.  There 
was also a concern as to whether similar misunderstandings of the current 
commercial governance processes could occur on other projects and 
contracts. BTP confirmed that the correct processes were disseminated 
through BTP via finance workshops and Force meetings.

5.3 Following the discussion at the meeting the Committee agreed to endorse and 
recommend the contract variation to the Authority to approval.  The requested 
lessons learnt paper was presented to the Audit and Risk Committee on the 11 
March 2022. 

6. Recommendations

6.1 For the Members to approve the retrospective approval of the J Tomlinson Ltd 
contract variation to the value of £1.76m (inc VAT) in accordance with the code 
of governance and financial delegations. 
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Minute Sheet

Subject:  Baskerville House – Main Contractor PO Extension

File No.  CP/
Minute Sheet 2

This minute sheet requests a variation to the contract value for the Main Contractor at Baskerville 
House – J. Tomlinson Ltd.  This approach has been agreed with finance and commercial 
colleagues as an appropriate means to deliver the overall programme to cost and time.     

Whilst the request is to vary the main contract amount, the programme budget will remain within 
the original programme budget agreed in the Baskerville House Business Case.

Background

BTP are required to exit Axis House, Birmingham by February 28th 2022. The Business Case for 
BTP’s exit from Axis House to Baskerville House was approved by BTPA during Spring 2021.  The 
funding breakdown within the Business Case consisted of:

Capital - £6.7m (inclusive of £0.4m EUC provision)
Revenue - £0.9m

Further to competitive tender using the CCS framework, J Tomlinson were awarded the 
construction contract to fit out the new floor.  The value of this contract is £3.4m.   This cost 
principally covers works services. Post tender following advice from BTP Commercial a significant 
part of the overall technology works were added to this contract. 

Rationale

The programme has faced some unprecedented challenges.  These have been managed by using 
the Tomlinson contract to procure materials and services that were outside of the contract scope, 
but within the stated deliverables of the programme.  These include:

 Time.  The programme is bound by tight timescale with limited ability for flex.  BTP need to 
exit Axis House by Feb 22 (lease end) to enable the site to be prepared for demolition with 
cost borne by the Department if that demolition is delayed.  Time pressures have been 
compounded by COVID which has had a major impact on the building sector.  

 Skills & Services.  The COVID pandemic has caused shortages in workforce availability to 
meet the demands of the timescales stated above.  Use of the Tomlinson’s contract has 
provided access to a guaranteed pool of trades people at a time when many suppliers had 
ceased operations due to the pandemic.

 Materials.  Similar to the above, the Covid pandemic and Suez Canal crisis created severe 
supply issues across the construction industry.  By using Tomlinson’s contacts, we have 
benefitted from access to a wider pool of suppliers and have been able to procure materials 
ahead of critical delivery timescales.  

 Technology.  There are resourcing pressures within the BTP Technology department that 
have required some IT specific activity to be outsourced to 3rd party providers to ensure our 
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deadline is met. Using the Tomlinson contract for items as cabling installation and 
procurement has enabled the programme to remain on track.

 Additional or late instructions: The Control Room and Contact Centre at Baskerville must 
have resilience.  This is provided through 2 x uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) and a 
generator.  The Landlord undertook to design, procure and deliver a generator for BTP sole 
use. After the contractor had commenced on site, the LL reneged on this decision, and 
requested that BTP design, procure and deliver a generator for BTP use. This became a 
very late instruction to the contractor and a substantial piece of work and alteration to the 
contract.  Failure to deliver this work risked the transition of the Control Room to schedule. 

Costs
The existing Tomlinson contract value is £3.4m.  It is requested that this is varied to £4.87m.  The 
additional elements that this has included are shown below:

ADD

DESCRIPTION Inst Nr

PMI002 / CE02 £13,000

PMI006 / CE06 £9,694

PMI007 £16,371

CE07 £20,800

CE08 £13,000

PMI008 / CE09 £4,370

PMI008 / CE09 £0

PMI009 / CE10 £520,000

PMI010 / TBC £1,377

PMI011 / CE049 £19,026

PMI012 / TBC £2,194

PMI014 / TBC £58,337

PMI015 / TBC £26,000

PMI016 / TBC £4,363

PMI017 / CE015 £878

PMI018 / TBC £13,000

PMI019 / TBC £6,500

PMI020 / TBC £6,500

PMI021 / TBC £83,353

PMI022 / TBC £58,426

PMI025 / TBC £54,353

PMI026 / TBC £107,179

PMI027 / TBC £15,192

PMI028 / TBC £16,804

PMI029 / TBC £6,500

PMI030 / TBC £10,400

PMI032 / TBC £6,612

PMI034 / TBC £21,234

PMI035 / TBC £1,040

PMI036 / TBC £26,000

PMI037 / TBC £2,954

PMI038 / TBC £1,300

PMI039 / TBC £6,500

PMI040 / TBC £6,500

CE020 £7,203

CE027 £8,696

CE028 £4,043

CE029 £2,230

CE031 £7,558

CE032 £13,723

CE049 £9,665

CE052 £2,979

CE053 £3,782

TBC £2,786

TBC £11,337

TBC £10,327

TBC £1,715

TBC £15,904

TBC £4,970

TBC £2,104

TBC £2,737

TBC £4,464

TBC £1,346

TBC £6,687

TBC £19,659

TBC £19,970

TBC £41,600

TBC £19,500

TBC £23,660

TBC £910

TBC £15,600

TBC £13,000

TBC £32,500

Total (£) £1,470,410

Relocate Chilled Water Valves TER Room

Steelwork Strengthening and Spreader Beams

TER Room Changes - Increase Size, Substitute Racks

Trench Heating Revisions - South Side

Early Start on Site

Generator Works

Sub-Ceiling Works to TER, UPS, SB and DSU

Mechanical Variations Holding Sum

Planet Partitioning Changes - Phased Working, Strike Plates, Additional Manifestations

Below and Above Desk Power Requirements

Taser Safe

Additional Power & Data

CCTV & Access Control Changes

UPS Out of Hours Delivery

Mechanical Variations - Flushing, Sampling etc

Additional IT items in TER

Sitelink

Electrical TER Room Out of Hours Working

BiTEA

Site Manager to Cover Out Of Hours Working

Axis Generator

Basement Storage

Additional Lockers to Vulnerability Office

Additional IT Works in TER

Internal Signage

Seating Booth

Post Room Changes

Cleaners Sink

Additional Cabling in UPS Room - Riello

CR Locker Room Changes

Radio Controlled Clocks inc Power & Data requirements

Replacement Mesh Ceiling Tiles

Landscaping Amendments

Accelerated M&E Costs

Additional Ductwork Fire Stopping in UPS Room

5th Floor Fibre (BTP IT)

Additional Data Contaiment in Ceiling Void

Drainage Pump to FCR Breakout Sink

Modifications to trench heating pipework

General Sundries allowance (White boards, coat stands, fridges etc etc)

Covid Screens to FCR

Additional Elite Monitor Arms

Offsite Storage

Control Room Chairs

Mains Cables 4c to 1c

Additional Elite Furniture

Heating Changes Reception Radiators

TER Room Retractable Socket

Temporary Generator Works

Clean Earth within TER

Additional Power & Data for Kromers/Snellings

Adaptions to Special Branch Electrical Connections

Changes to TER and UPS Lighting

Desk Fit Out Attendance by FMS

Temporary Supplies to TER Room

Changes to Comms Cabinet Isolators

Additional Chlorination and Dosing to CWS and LTHW 

Replacement end caps to Chilled Tiles

Covid Screens to FCC

Prelims to cover potential revised Completion Date

Pre-Water Samples of existing services prior to commencement

Replace damaged flexible hoses to chilled tiles

Cable Basket Containment for BT and Virgin
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Programme overview

The programme is on track to complete in Feb 22.  By the end of January all but the Force Control 
Room will have transitioned from Axis House.

The current spend for the project as at P11 is £4.4m capital, with a final forecasted spend being 
£6.1m.  Thus leaving a projected underspend of £0.25m.

Whilst this minute sheet is requesting an increase to spend on the J Tomlinson contract, it does not 
have an impact on the overarching programme spend.

All additional works commisoned through Tomlinson’s were commisoned by Gleeds, who are the 
appointed consultants and assured value for money and delivery. 

Professional overview

This has been a challenging project because of the items noted above. Whilst there have been 
extensions of time added to the original building contract, these have been well managed, and the 
team have worked with the contractor to reduce delays. There have been variations to the contract 
throughout the works which have been managed in accordance with the contract. This note 
recommends that the variation to the contract sum, required because of the extraordinary pressures 
described above be approved.

Ciara Ryan
Head of Estates Transformation
Estates Transformation
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Report to: Full Authority 

Agenda #: 9.2

Date: 30 March 2022

Subject: Breach of Digital Spending Control 

Sponsor: Chief Executive 

Author: Hugh Ind

For: Decision 

Purpose of Report

1. To share with Members the proposed memo to Department for Transport outlining the 

circumstances of a breach in Digital Spending Control. 

Background

2. Members will read elsewhere on the agenda within my Chief Executive’s Report the 

following update (paragraph 7.1). 

a. Members will recall that in my September 2021 update to Members (paragraph 7.2) 

I informed them that I had authorized BTP to go to market for the development of 

an app,  despite outstanding questions from the Govt’s Central Data and Digital 

Office (CDDO).  In December 2021’s update (paragraph 4.5) I updated that the 

CDDO had refused to authorise this development, but that further engagement was 

planned.  

3. This separate paper asks Members to approve a memo for DfT/NAO to inform them of this 

failure to adhere to the strict terms of my Accounting Officer delegation and the reasons 

for that.

Recommendation(s)

4. That Members support and approve the contents of the memo ahead of its submission to 

Department for Transport. 
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BTP expect to spend £550k against the Home Office Safer Streets grant for this 

development and launch is planned for May/June of this year.  The Chief Constable and 

colleagues within BTP remain firmly of the view that improvements in the feelings of 

safety can be delivered via this mechanism and for that reason BTPA has continued to 

support its development.

I understand that the Home Office are reviewing some of the Grants under their 21/22 

Safer Streets Fund and have selected this Grant to BTP as one of the ones for closer 

attention.  This process may throw up lessons including on how to deal with such Grants 

which also need CDDO approval.  I imagine BTP/A are in a small minority amongst Safer 

Streets Grant recipients of being subject to central govt spend controls as well as the 

normal controls of the Grant Regime.

I am copying this memorandum to Matt Kay at the NAO.

Hugh Ind

CEO
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Lamplugh Trust (amongst others) should be enough to assuage this concern in due 

course. 

 

I note CDDO also expressed concerns over deliverability in the available timescale.  

Clearly, further delays in approving the spend will not help there.  More importantly, I am 

reassured that BTP has found a partner who will be able to rely mostly on what they have 

previously developed.  This offers reassurance on deliverability and, indeed, should bring 

down costs. 

 

I have had a further conversation with DCI White re the CDDO concerns about the 

ongoing costs of running this platform beyond the expiry of the Home Office Grant.  I am 

reassured that such costs will be absorbable as business as usual and no additional 

request will be made of BTPA for the ongoing funding of this platform. 

 

CDDO raise legitimate concerns about GDPR compatibility. DCI White reminded me of 

the existing compatibility and process within BTP to ensure GDPR capability across a 

range of functions.  It is valuable that CDDO highlight this risk.  But responsibility will 

continue to rest with BTP/A for ensuring compliance and I am confident we have 

mechanisms in place. 

 

Last, CDDO express concerns on the reputational risk to BTP were this public facing 

platform to misfire in some way.  I know DCI White is fully alive to this risk over this 

platform – as with others BTP operate.  CDDO advice is welcome but the reputational 

risk rests with BTP/A.  At this stage, I assess the potential benefit outweighs this risk. 

 

I note that the Home Office has awarded the funds, remains convinced by the business 

case and is anxious to see development in this financial year.  As such, I see no material 

financial risk to BTP/A. The financial risk of failure, such as it is, rests with the Home 

Office and they continue to be happy to hold that risk. 

 

All this leads me to conclude that development of the platform should proceed.  As it 

does, I take comfort from DCI White’s assurance that she will continue to seek CDDO 

approval and I have seen offers of help from DfT colleagues also to facilitate that 

dialogue.  I ask that the BTP continues to press for this approval and keeps BTPA closely 

informed of progress. 

 

As part of that I would be grateful to receive from the Project Team by the middle of 

January a breakdown of the anticipated spend on the Project. 

 

 
Hugh Ind 
CEO 
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the unique value of BTP, and our ambitions for the future of the railway as reflected in our 

proposed 5 year strategy.

2.3 Our economist is looking into how we can capture the value we provide to the industry, 

wider society and where our return on investment (internally) varies – offering us choices 

in relation to tactics and deployments. I understand we are the first police service in the 

UK to make such an appointment. Once this work matures, I envisage more compelling 

submissions to key Committees to improve accountability.

3 A NEW GENERATION OF PARTNERSHIPS

3.1 Security pilot schemes – The current policing and security structure in the UK railway 

network's major hubs and public spaces sees BTP and a range of non-police partners 

undertake a variety of roles and responsibilities. e.g. security contractors, retail security, 

customer response (with a partial role in passenger security) etc. Each location has a 

unique complexion. There is significant variation in the current levels of collaboration to 

oversee the management of public space and the focus on policing and security and, as 

the Manchester Arena Inquiry has demonstrated, security arrangements around key public 

spaces can lack interoperability and purpose. 

3.2 The Security & Policing Integration Project seeks to discover whether a more consistent 

and collaborative policing and security arrangement can be realised to match the 

passenger-focussed ambitions of the Williams Shapps Plan for Rail. This is an opportunity 

to harness the collective energy of the rail industry, its policing and its contractors to drive 

a more consistently value-adding approach to policing and security on the network. 

3.3 The project, led by ACC Allan Gregory has selected five pilot sites at Kings Cross & St 

Pancras, London Bridge, Stratford, Leeds and Birmingham New Street. The present plan 

is for the first site – Kings Cross / St Pancras – to operationalise first during April with other 

sites joining in short succession. The whole project will last for twelve months to 

extrapolate the learning. It is possible – depending upon early positive assessments – that 

further locations could be added into the project as it progresses. 

3.4 To date, the aims and objectives of the project have been comprehensively socialised with 

industry colleagues with the support of the Authority, and BTP’s own baseline assessment 

of policing and security arrangements at the five pilot sites has been completed. Network 

Rail and TfL have agreed a common baseline assessment for all of their sites – the report 

on their baselining activity is due in shortly and will be assessed in conjunction with BTP’s 

own assessment for the most thorough view of policing and security activity at each site – 

everything from frequency of current meetings and shift strengths through to contractual 

hourly obligations for non-policing partners. BTP-specific metrics have been agreed and 

shared with Analysis & Insight who intend to support performance monitoring with a 
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dedicated micro-site. Further partner-specific metrics will be captured to provide an 

aggregated assessment of the impact of the project. In terms of network staff confidence 

levels, the academic partner will have a role to survey staff objectively as part of the 

academic assessment.    

4 A MODERN AND INCLUSIVE WORKPLACE

4.1 Senior leadership structure – A Force on the Move will ensure we have the right 

structures and capabilities in place across the Force to achieve our future ambitions. As 

part of this work, we have recently completed a review of roles and responsibilities within 

the Chief Officer Group which senior leaders contributed to late last year.  Organisational 

Change has moved to the Deputy Chief Constable’s portfolio, the Smarter Working 

programme to the Director of People and Culture, and Estates to the Director of Finance 

and Commercial. Information Management and the Senior Information Risk Owner 

responsibilities to the DCC and Technology will report directly to me, until a Chief Officer 

for Digital, Data and Technology (DDaT) is appointed, and the new Directorate formed. 

The recruitment for this role is currently with the Authority – I am keen to support this to 

ensure we make a strong appointment at pace to realise our DDaT ambitions. I would like 

to take this opportunity to formally thank Simon Downey who has left us recently for his 

exceptional work over many years. As my longest serving Chief Officer, Simon has 

delivered significant transformation, from the tough efficiencies the Force needed through 

BTP2021 to a state-of-the-art new Birmingham hub in Baskerville House. He has worked 

tremendously hard to get our Force to where it is today, ready for the next chapter.

4.2 Recruitment – Diversity has improved across our intakes for 2021 in comparison with the 

preceding year. Our ethnic minority entry is in line with the ethnic minority working age 

population, and above it for PCSOs (24%). However, despite a 9% increase in female 

entrants, there is far more to do to become representative of the female working age 

population. From April we have officer intakes planned every three weeks, plus 5 PCSO 

and 3 transferee intakes throughout the year. A recruitment plan is underway, to get us to 

establishment sooner than our current forecasts suggest. The key areas of focus are a 

PCSO and Transferee Campaign, being developed with the support of Corporate Comms, 

a re-joiner scheme and the exploration of temporary investigators to support Crime. We 

do of course need to take a careful approach to transferee’s to ensure that we do not 

negatively impact on our desire to reflect the diverse makeup of the communities we serve. 

4.3 Inclusion & Diversity – Karen Wiesenekker has joined BTP as Strategic Head of 

Inclusion and Diversity (I&D) following 30 years in policing including secondments to 

Liverpool John Moore’s University and College of Policing. Karen has worked for many 

years within I&D either heading up the teams or chairing and being part of internal and 

national staff associations. Key milestones for I&D include creating a team who feel valued 
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and have a sense of belonging and who are capable, competent and credible, setting up 

a robust, consistent and sustainable performance management approach with supportive 

governance structures and creating safe spaces to learn through conversations. 

5 OPTIMISING OUR SERVICE DELIVERY

5.1 Crime – Our recorded crime year to date (47,641) is 32% less than 2019-20 levels 

(69,747). With the end of all lockdown restrictions across England & Wales in February, it 

was predicted that crimes may start to increase. However, crime levels have remained 

relatively steady & close to patterns seen in 2019-20. Other points of note include:

 The number of active investigations has now increased back to pre-pandemic 

(12,778) with the bulk of the investigations being over 6 months in duration (3,184). 

There principal causes and response to this is being led by our Crime Command and 

is being monitored through the Force’s Assurance, Risk, Integrity and Compliance 

Board chaired by the DCC, with a view to reducing this figure where appropriate. 

 Victim code of practice compliance is currently sitting at 79%, slightly lower than what 

was recorded in December (84%). The DCC has a clear focus on improving delivery 

in this area.

 Year to date, the 24hr crime recording level is at 72% and the 72hr crime recording 

is at 84%). Priority crimes (robbery, sex & violence) have all been recorded within the 

90% target time.

5.2 Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) – Our drive to optimise our policing 

services through tackling of VAWG in all its forms continues. This year to date we have 

recorded 1,946 sexual offences. Whilst this is 12.6% reduction compared to 2019/20, 

there have been an additional 917 incidents involving some form of sexual harassment 

an increase of 177% compared to 2019/20. I consider this increase to be a measure 

which demonstrates greater awareness of the types of behaviour constituting 

harassment and increased confidence in reporting to BTP due to the focussed 

campaigns with RDG, Crimestoppers and TfL. Reports will continue to rise, with the 

Crimestoppers campaign being launched across Scotland this month. Similarly, the 

‘Railway Guardian’ app is being developed through a £550k grant from the Home Office 

Safer Streets initiative and is due to launch in May. This will be accompanied by a 

campaign targeting bystanders, designed to complement the recently released 

Government ‘Enough’ campaign. 

5.3 Our commitments under Op Cerium lead by DCS Paul Furnell have seen national 

operational activity focussed on increasing visibility during the night-time economy 

period. Since December, there have been 515 separate patrol activities carried out, 

including 2,216 train patrols generating 46 arrests, 473 stop and accounts, 67 stop 
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searches and 45 safeguarding interventions. This has now been supplemented by all 

non-frontline officers at BTP committing to carrying out 2 days activity a month to support 

our VAWG strategy.

5.4 An enduring challenge continues to be our understanding of the true picture around the 

vetting of staff across the industry. Whilst we are working closely with TfL and RDG and 

in the process of commissioning research to provide greater clarity, this is a particular 

area of concern which I believe will need pragmatic standardisation to mitigate the 

potential risks to staff and public posed by the lack of an agreed approach presents.

5.5 I have also previously mentioned our desire to enhance our response to victims of Rape 

and Serious Sexual Offences (RASSO) to ensure that the victims receive the best 

support possible and that offenders are rigorously pursued. Sadly, we have recorded 16 

instances of rape on our jurisdiction this calendar year1 and whilst we have secured 5 

charges in 2022 raising our detection rate to 31%, we must do better, and we will. 

Consequently, all rape offences are now investigated by our most experienced 

detectives within Major Serious and Organised Crime, with responsibility resting with a 

DI overseen by a DCI. A Rape Review Panel is now conducted every two weeks to 

ensure that each investigation is being robustly conducted, and we have recently 

introduced independent membership to provide further oversight and expertise. 

5.6 Technology – The Technology Department has recently overseen several major 

updates to our IT infrastructure. All BTP sites will benefit from end user computing 

refresh the by the 31st March which will result in upgrades to 147 locations and the rollout 

of 2,500 new equipment installations. The Department has played a vital role in 

supporting the relocation from Axis House to Baskerville House, enabling a seamless 

transition for BTP’s Birmingham colleagues and ensuring that critical technology was 

moved across with limited disruption. We have also released a new Cyber Security 

strategy; a key milestone in ensuring that the Force is given the required protection, 

especially given the increasing cyber threat levels. IT colleagues have overseen the 

delivery of a new network migration to deliver new high-speed data circuits at Ebury 

Bridge which will drastically improve reliability of CCTV with our railway partners.

5.7 London Estate: Work progresses on rationalising our London Estate under the 

leadership of Tracey Martin. A board has been established to monitor the programme 

and a steering group including TfL partners to review the consolidation options. We are 

currently preparing two business cases – the first is to demonstrate the benefit of 

collaboration and a single site for all of our people. Authority support of this option will 

then inform the second business case, which will analyse a number of sites, with a 

1 this figure does not include instances where reports are made to us but occurred off our jurisdiction. 
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recommendation to develop one. The lease expires on FHQ on 22 12 2024, so in order 

to complete the necessary commercial and governance approvals, develop a new site, 

move from Albany and FHQ and carry out dilapidations, a decision needs to be reached 

with the Authority as whether to proceed with the single site option by the end of April 

2022. This is to ensure that we achieve the transition before the lapse of the existing 

FHQ lease. Should an agreement be reached in April, then a full business case for this 

option will be completed and submitted to the Authority in June and, anticipating this is 

ratified, we then plan to submit this to the Cabinet Office and DfT for their ratification 

prior to the commencement of a 12 month procurement and design process.      

6 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 That the content of this report is noted by Members.
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Two potential investments are already on the table - Advanced Fleet 

Electrification (£9m in 23/4 and £8m in 24/25) and Staff Pay Reform (£5m in 

23/4, repayable over 3 years subject to successful negotiation and delivery).  

The costs of moving out of Force HQ in 24/25 are not yet as clear.  Our 

expectation is that those costs – along with some other elements of A Force on 

the Move - should be clearer during the first quarter of 22/23 to enable BTP and 

BTPA fully to consider relative priority and funding options.  As a reminder, at its 

December meeting, the Authority decided that such further funding should come 

from (in order of priority):

 BTP internal cashable efficiencies

 Cash reserves

 DfT grant in aid (or loans)

 Charges to the rail industry

Contemplation of these competing potential investments may well prove difficult 

in Q1 2022/23.  In addition, a separate key financial risk for 22/23 already lies 

simply in the potential pay award for officers and staff.  The 22/23 budget 

assumes a 2% pay rise.  As inflation rises, the pressures on HMT/HO for a larger 

increase will grow.  We have followed the HO/HMT decisions on police officer 

pay for the last 40 years, so would have limited options to depart from any 

decision to award a higher than 2% increase.  Each additional 1% increase in 

pay requires an additional £3m per full year to fund it.

2.3 Charges

We have communicated the 22/23 Charges to Police Service Agreement 

holders as per the recent approval of Authority Members (A027 on BI).  The 

4.1% increase includes an investment in policing for the Elizabeth Line and in 

combatting workplace violence for rail staff.  Executive Team colleagues will 

meet DfT officials on 1 April to demonstrate our Cost Allocation Model and to 

make the case for simplification even before GBR is likely to engender 

significant changes.  It remains my shared view with Sarah McGarel that we 

should persuade DfT colleagues to accept changes earlier than GBR and that 

we may need to bring in extra support to help make this change.

A separate paper for this meeting seeks formal BTPA agreement to us setting 

aside the usual ‘wash up’ process for our 20/21 charges (instead the 20/21 

underspend was topsliced from 22/23 charges).  Some risk remains in making 

that change.  That to effect such a small non-controversial change has required 

such a great deal of time and process underlines the resource that would be 

needed more fundamentally to adapt or alter the Model.

2.4 Efficiencies

While efficiencies from BTP21 and otherwise continued to contribute to the 

budget build for 22/23, we currently lack a sufficiently compelling shared 
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strategic narrative with BTP on future efficiency plans. Sarah and I have started 

this dialogue with COG colleagues.  In separate fora, both TfL and DfT 

colleagues have been pressing for this strategic narrative in recent weeks.  That 

pressure is only likely to grow.

3. Leadership, Strategy and Risk

3.1 Authority Members

Just to note formally the arrival of five new Members of BTPA who have begun 

to observe and contribute to our work since the beginning of February.  With 

colleagues in the Executive Team, I look forward to working with all the new 

Members over the coming years.

3.2 Assistant Chief Constable

At its meeting on 31 January, the Appointments, Appraisal and Remuneration 

Committee agreed to the extension of Allan Gregory’s appointment as ACC until 

the end of 2022.  This is in line with the recommendation of last year’s review by 

PA Consulting into the Chief Officer Group Structure and ways of working and 

to allow time for further consideration of COG ways of working in the light of the 

A Force on the Move programme.  The PA Report is on BI at BI30.  We expect 

to reach a decision on the future of this role this summer, leaving time to 

organise an open recruitment should that follow from the further consideration.

3.3 Other COG roles

The same PA Report covered a range of issues which the Chief Officer Group 

continue to consider.  One recommendation was for the creation of a COG lead 

role of Director for Digital, Data and Technology.  The Authority is currently 

looking for a search partner to help with that recruitment.  This role was 

recommended at the expense of the role of Director of Strategy and Change – 

as explained in more detail at B126 on BI.  Simon Downey has left BTP since 

the last meeting of the Full Authority with the thanks and appreciation of many 

colleagues at BTP and BTPA past and present.

3.4 Board Effectiveness

At our workshop on 1 February, Members agreed six Goals to guide our work 

over the next couple of years.  After the Authority meeting on 30 March, we will 

have a further chance to discuss how to meet these Goals and any implications 

for our ways of working.  This focus contributes one element of our 

implementation of last year’s Board Effectiveness Action Plan.  The results of 

our 2022 review of Board Effectiveness will be shared with Members in May.
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In my December 2021 report to Members, I stated my own belief that there is 

more BTPA needs collectively to do to support and challenge BTP on Equality, 

Diversity and Inclusion matters, in particular.  This is also true of the oversight 

of BTP’s Legitimacy in general.  These continue to be areas of significant public 

focus as well as areas where precisely what constitutes effective oversight are 

hard to pin down.  It’s notable that APCC and NPCC are grappling with much of 

this currently too.  Last week’s breakfast briefing as well as the arrival of a new 

lead for Strategic Inclusion and Diversity at BTP should help us galvanise and 

focus on this important work.

3.5 Risk Management

Since the last meeting of the Full Authority, two risk deep dives have taken 

place and been presented in Audit Committee – covering Major Incidents and 

Technology.   BTP’s Risk Manager has since left the organisation which, 

combined with Lynsey Marshall’s planned departure from BTPA, presents a 

concern for the progress of the risk deep dives and the continued embedding 

of risk management overall.   It is relevant to note also that a Risk 

Management Internal Audit is in progress and alongside looking at the 

resourcing requirements of the team, it is expected that there will be other 

findings to address.

3.5 COG/BTPA Ways of Working

I have previously shared information with Members on the work awarded to 

Deloitte to update our Codes of Financial Governance and to look at BTPA/COG 

ways of working (A023).  Deloitte start work with us this week.

4. Other Strategic Issues

4.1 BTPA Strategy 2022/27

It’s important to reference here the separate paper before this meeting on our 

new Strategy.  Many partners have commented on the good quality of 

engagement in this process.  Beyond this, I leave the separate paper and draft 

Strategy to speak for themselves.

4.2 Policing Plan 2022-25

Similarly, I should reference that this meeting has before it a draft new policing 

plan (shorter term and more granular about our ambitions than the Strategy).
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4.3 Manchester Area Inquiry

The Authority has previously remitted to its Audit Committee the role of applying 

oversight to BTP’s response to the ongoing Manchester Arena Inquiry.  The 

Audit Committee’s 11 March meeting took a comprehensive and informative 

report on progress to date.  Papers from that meeting are available on BI as are 

monthly updates from Lynsey Marshall drawing on her role as a member of 

BTP’s Gold Group.  Members are welcome to ask for further information at any 

time.

4.4 Home Office Policing

Part of BTPA’s role is the need to stay across developments in policing more 

generally just as much as we need to stay across strategic developments in the 

rail industry.  Both spheres are particularly ‘busy’ at the moment.  In terms of 

policing only, I would draw Members’ attention just in the last month to:

 The Police Foundation: Strategic Review of Policing in England and 

Wales : 

 Home Office: Part 2 of the Police and Crime Commissioner Review 

 Inclusive Britain Review: Govt response to the Commission on Race and 

Ethnic Disparities  

 Lord Harris’ follow up report to his 2016 review of London’s 

preparedness for a terrorist attack. While the follow up review has found 

significant progress has been made by all agencies in responding to the 

2016 recommendations; the 2022 report makes a series of new 

recommendations including a number for BTP.  

As usual, BTP & Exec Team colleagues will ensure relevant issues for BTP and 

BTPA are progressed, but we welcome questions or comment from Members 

on any of the above.

4.5 Policing and Security on the Railway

Members know that Kate Carr joined BTPA in January to further develop our 

thinking on the future possibilities for policing and security on the Railway.  She 

is working closely with ACC Allan Gregory on his focus on this joint work at five 

stations.  I expect to be able to share the products of Kate’s work with Members 

over the next quarter.  Her contract with BTPA finishes early in July.
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5. Pensions

5.1 New Staff Scheme

Members approved the introduction of a Defined Contribution pension scheme 

for staff a year ago.  The Secretary of State has yet to approve the introduction 

of this new Scheme.  In the last quarter, Sarah McGarel and I have discussed 

the proposal with officials at HMT so we hope to be able to share developments 

soon.

5.2 Officer Scheme Valuation

Members will recall the expressed concern of The Pension Regulator that the 

Police Officer Pension Scheme had a significant deficit at December 2018, a 

position not shared by RPMI or BTPA.  In recent months, DFT/HMT and RPMI 

discussions have made significant progress such as to lead to The Pension 

Regulator confirming in writing (twice) that they have no current intent to take 

enforcement action against BTPA.  This provides welcome breathing space for 

progress to be made, though we now have the added complication of running 

the Dec 2021 valuation exercise alongside the as yet unresolved Dec 2018 

valuation exercise.  The BTPA Pension Working Group continues to have a 

closer view of developments.

 

6. Executive Team

6.1 Since the last Authority Meeting, we have welcomed Katie Stanton (Stakeholder 

Engagement and Communications Manager) back from maternity leave.  Pam 

Christie, her maternity cover, duly left us in January.  Lynsey Marshall (Finance, 

Audit and Risk Manager) has secured a role as Director within an Arts Venue 

closer to home and will leave us early in June.  Kate Carr’s contract is up early 

in July and we will also be looking for maternity cover for Sarah McGarel from 

September.  So, a fair amount of change to be worked through in this small 

Executive Team over the next few weeks.

6.2 As some Members will already have seen, we have moved to 2nd floor of FHQ 

which accommodation we expect to occupy until the planned exit from FHQ in 

2024.  We are grateful to BTP colleagues for the fact of and smoothness of our 

moves.

7. Controls

7.1 Railway Guardian

Members will recall that in my September update to Members (paragraph 7.2) I 

informed them that I had authorized BTP to go to market for the development of 

an app,  despite outstanding questions from the Govt’s Central Data and Digital 

Office (CDDO).  In December’s update (paragraph 4.5) I updated that the CDDO 

had refused to authorise this development, but that further engagement was 
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planned.  A separate paper for this meeting asks Members to approve a report 

for DfT/NAO to inform them of this failure to adhere to the strict terms of my 

Accounting Officer delegation and the reasons for that.

7.2 Tomlinsons Contract

A separate paper before this meeting explains the circumstances in which a 

contract with Tomlinsons to fit out Baskerville House went beyond its original 

value without the necessary permissions and what steps are being taken to 

prevent an occurrence.  This was considered by the Audit Committee on 11 

March.

7.3 Oracle Licences

Earlier this month, Members approved an £800k spend retrospectively to pay 

for Oracle Licences which had not been updated over a period of two decades 

(A026 on BI).  The paper had been endorsed by Strategy and Planning 

Committee at its meeting on 2 March.  A further paper on the management of 

Licences will be commissioned for further consideration by the Audit Committee.

8.  Decisions between Scheduled Meetings since December 2021

8.1 A022 Pension Consultation Proposals. The Full Authority approved a 

proposed increase in contributions for the Staff Pension Scheme effective from 

1 April 2022, and for the Executive to engage further with TSSA on the continued 

viability of the Scheme (10 December 2021). 

8.2 A024 Redundancy Package. Appointments, Remuneration and Appraisal 

Committee approved a proposed package, in accordance with its terms of 

reference (7 February 2022). 

8.3 A026 Oracle Licenses Renewal. The Full Authority approved a capital spend 

to renew Oracle Licenses to support key IT systems (8 March 2022). 

8.4 A027 Police Services Agreement Charges 2022/23. Following scrutiny by 

Strategy and Planning Committee, the Full Authority approved the Police 

Service Agreement (PSA) Core Charges 2022/23, and the wash-up charges for 

two freight operators for 2020/21 (14 March 2022). 

8.5 A028 Contract Variation – End User Compute. Strategy and Planning 

Committee provided scrutiny and approval for a contract variation for End User 

Compute to be submitted to the Full Authority for consideration at its meeting on 

30 March 2022 (21 March 2022). 

8.6 For completeness Members will note that Serials A023 (Corporate Financial 

Governance Consultancy Work) and A025 (Draft Director of Digital, Data and 

Technology Job Description) were issued to Members for consultation, rather 

than as formal decisions in between scheduled meetings. 
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